Geological and seismic evidence suggests that nearly two thirds of the convergence between India and Eurasia is accommodated by the crustal deformation of Asia. Two competing mechanisms were proposed to describe this accommodation: distributed crustal thickening and lateral extrusion along main faults. The kinematics of the Altyn Tagh Fault (ATF) is critical in determining the relative importance of these two mechanisms, inasmuch as the ATF slip-rates predicted by hypotheses of these competing mechanisms are very different. Using a finite element formalism to construct a thin-sheet model, we seek a velocity solution approaching the current kinematics of the ATF. The GPS data in the Tibetan Plateau and neighboring regions are employed as constraint conditions, in successive steps. The predicted velocity distribution near the ATF fits well to the observations, with overall standard deviations of 2.3 mm/yr and 2.8 mm/yr for the northward and eastward components, respectively. The inferred average slip-rate of the ATF is (7.4 ± 1) mm/yr, with some variation along the fault. The slip-rate estimate of the ATF reported in this paper supports the distributed crustal thickening hypothesis for the crustal deformation of the Tibetan Plateau.
Introduction
The Altyn Tagh Fault (ATF), bounding the Tarim Basin to the north, and the Tibetan Plateau and Qaidam Basin to the south, is a left-lateral strike-slip fault extending at least 1600 km along the northern edge of the Tibetan Plateau (Fig. 1 ). Fieldwork confirms that the ATF is one of the largest and the most active faults in Asia, and it dominates the tectonics and Cenozoic structure of the northern Tibet (Yin and Harrison, 2000) .
Geological studies suggest that at least 1400 km of the north-south crustal shortening induced by the northward drift of the continental India has been absorbed by the Tibetan Plateau since the onset of the Indo-Asian collision at about 50 Ma (Yin and Harrison, 2000) . Two dominant processes were proposed to absorb the crustal shortening: distributed crustal thickening and lateral extrusion (Yue et al., 2003) . The distributed crustal thickening hypothesis outlines a process of crustal shortening and thickening, which is caused by the compressive north-south stresses generated by the converging plates, and is responsible for the high topography of the region (e.g., Houseman and England, 1993) . At the same time, as originally proposed by Molnar and Tapponnier (1975) , the lateral extrusion hypothesis suggests that some of the indentation of Asia by India has been accommodated by strike-slip deformation involving eastward displacement and Copy right c The Society of Geomagnetism and Earth, Planetary and Space Sciences (SGEPSS); The Seismological Society of Japan; The Volcanological Society of Japan; The Geodetic Society of Japan; The Japanese Society for Planetary Sciences. rotation of large crustal blocks out of the collision zone along main faults (e.g., Avouac and Tapponnier, 1993; Peltzer et al., 1989; Tapponnier and Molnar, 1977; Tapponnier et al., 2001) . Although the broad picture that the crustal shortening is absorbed by these two processes has been generally agreed upon by geoscientists, no consensus has been reached yet on the relative importance of these two processes, due to the lack of precise determination of the kinematics in the entire deformation zone.
These two hypotheses predict very different slip-rates of the ATF. While the lateral extrusion hypothesis predicts a high slip-rate of the ATF (20-30 mm/yr) (e.g., Peltzer et al., 1989) , the distributed crustal thickening hypothesis yields a much lower value (<10 mm/yr) (e.g., Houseman and England, 1993) . The lateral extrusion hypothesis has enjoyed widespread support from the large slip-rate (20-30 mm/yr) of the ATF derived by Landsat-image interpretation (e.g., Avouac and Tapponnier, 1993; Peltzer et al., 1989) , as well as by fieldwork (e.g. Meriaux et al., 1998; Yue et al., 2001) . However, the lower bounds of some geological slip-rate estimates (<10 mm/yr) (e.g., CSBS, 1992; Meyer et al., 1996) and GPS surveys (Bendick et al., 2000; Shen et al., 2001) are in favor of the prediction of the distributed thickening hypothesis. Therefore, the determination of the slip-rate of the ATF becomes a key feature in the debate between these two hypotheses, as well as in deciphering the mechanism responsible for the formation and evolution of the Tibetan Plateau.
Geodetic data, independent from geological observations, Yin and Harrison (2000) . All the velocities are referenced to the stable Eurasia. The detailed map of the velocity distribution in the area near the western segment of the ATF is given in the lower left corner of the figure. The enlarged sketch map of the velocity distribution in eastern Tibet is shown in the lower right corner of the Figure. Four sites with anomaly GPS velocities are marked by dots (see text for details).
provide present-day constraints for these hypotheses, in the form of measurements of crustal movement, as well as estimates of slip-rate along faults. However, since the GPS surveys are confined within a narrow zone of the ATF (Bendick et al., 2000; Shen et al., 2001) , the slip-rate is poorly defined in most parts of the ATF. The overall pattern of the sliprate along the entire fault is presently unavailable by geodetic studies. Numerical experiments provide a powerful tool to predict velocities, stress and strain rates, by solving the equations of force balance and mass conservation with some assumed material properties. Assuming that the velocities of crustal movement are mechanically related to one another, and using a thin-sheet model supplemented by a finite-element technique, we predict, in this paper, the velocity distribution, and, furthermore, the slip-rate of the ATF as constrained by GPS data. The significance of the estimated slip-rate for the mechanism of crustal deformation of the Tibetan Plateau is also discussed.
GPS Data
In order to study the crustal deformation of China, several regional GPS networks were established in China and neighboring regions in the 1990s, by some Chinese national projects and international programs (e.g. Bendick et al., 2000; Shen et al., 2001) . All raw data from regional GPS networks were merged to approach a self-consistent velocity field. Finally, a total of 354 solution velocities, delineating the crustal deformation pattern of the China continent, were compiled . Most velocity uncertainties are in the range of 1 to 4 mm/yr, with mean uncertainties of 2.2 mm/yr and 2.4 mm/yr for northward and eastward components, respectively.
In this study, 172 velocity data, selected from a GPS dataset , supplemented by 27 data reported by Shen et al. (2001) , were used for studying the kinematics of the ATF. Excluding 6 sites common to both datasets, we finally employed a total of 193 GPS velocities in the Tibetan Plateau and neighboring areas. The velocity vectors, with respect to the stable Eurasia, are shown in Fig. 1. 
Model
To determine the distributed velocity field and slip-rate of the ATF, we constructed a two-dimensional, elastic, thinsheet model covering the Tibetan Plateau and neighboring areas, as shown in Fig. 1 . Although accurate mechanical parameters and crustal deformation should be represented in three dimensions, it is usually sufficient, as an approximation, to parameterize the velocity field in two dimensions by a thin-sheet model, which gives a critical reduction in computational cost and is widely applied (e.g., Bird, 1999) . Because the crustal deformation investigated in this work is a short-term one (<10 years), and is confined in the shallow portion, an elastic model is applicable (e.g., Peltzer and Saucier, 1996) , although plastic deformation may be dominant in the active colliding orogene.
In Fig. 1 , the studied area, which is shown enclosed by thick lines, with faults indicated by thick dashed lines, covers the labeled main tectonic units and faults. Since it is suggested that the geometry of tectonic units may substantially affect the pattern of crustal deformation (Jackson et al., 1995) , we outlined the model by its real configuration, including blocks and faults. An elastic constitutive relation was employed for the tectonic units, each with individual mechanical parameters. The faults were introduced as discontinuities, which were modeled by contact pairs whose properties are defined by the normal stiffness, the tangential stiffness, and the coefficient of sliding friction (see chapter 10 of the Structural Analysis Guide Section, in the AN-SYS HELP Menu of ANSYS, for details). Nodes belonging to a fault are split into two nodes, allowing elements on both sides of the fault to move in relation to one another. At fault intersections (triple junction), nodes are split into three nodes. The north-south normal faults distributed in southern Tibet were not taken into account, due to their small contri- Fig. 2 . Velocity distribution along the ATF. The black and white arrows with arrowheads indicate the calculated velocities at the nodes on the southern and northern sides of the ATF, respectively. The velocities at 37 GPS sites near the ATF are indicated by the black arrows with triangular heads, while the predicted velocities are represented by the white ones. The cross section AA roughly corresponds to the GPS survey line at the central segment of the ATF (Bendick et al., 2000) . The line BB' corresponds the profile of Shen et al. (2001) (see Shen et al. (2001) for a detailed description of the profile). The GPS sites that are mentioned in the text are marked by black dots and labeled by site codes. For clarity, PAXI is specially indicated by a thick black line.
bution (Peltzer and Saucier, 1996) . The finite-element calculations were performed by AN-SYS, a large-scale, multi-purpose, finite-element program developed by SAS IP, Inc. (USA) for solving several classes of engineering and scientific problems. The 2-D eight-node structure solid element PLANE82, which has large strain, large deflection and stress stiffening capability, was used to construct the solid continuum of the model (see chapter 12.6 of the ANSYS INC. Theory Reference, in the HELP Menu of ANSYS, for detailed description of the interpolation function). The faults were simulated by the element CONTACT48, a 2-D three-node point-to-surface contact element that is intended for general contact analysis in which the area of contact between two or more bodies is generally not known in advance (Ding et al., 2001) . The studied area is modeled as a set of triangle elements.
Numerical Results

Numerical strategy and process
The principal idea for this work is based on the assumption that all the velocities or displacements in the studied area are intrinsically related in a mechanical way. Thus, if the mechanical principles governing crustal deformation and the relation among velocities are unveiled by constructing a model, we can infer or predict the velocities of unexplored regions by known GPS data.
We performed the numerical experiments in two successive steps. In the first step, 28 GPS data on the model sides were imposed as boundary conditions for modeling. No geodetic constraints were introduced within the interior of the studied area. Since the boundary of eastern Tibet near the Eastern Himalayan Syntaxis is not covered by GPS survey, we made an approximation whereby the velocities derived from NUVEL-1A, which is suggested to be in close agreement with GPS velocities (Argus and Heflin, 1995) , were imposed as an alternative for the boundary conditions of this area. The calculated velocities at 165 interior sites, including 37 sites near the ATF, were subject to testing and fitting against the corresponding GPS-derived velocities. In the modeling, the values of the material parameters of tectonic blocks were determined initially by geophysical studies, and were then adjusted within small ranges of variation. Since little geophysical evidence concerning the mechanical properties of the faults is available, their parameters were determined for general cases, and were then adjusted within their reasonable ranges to achieve the best consistency in the fit between the predicted and observed velocities. After achieving the best fit in the first step, we tried to refine the model in a second step, in which the GPS velocities at 3 out of 37 sites near the ATF, (BNST, YUTI and LOBU (Figs. 1 and 2) (see next section for details)), and those at all the GPS sites in other regions, were introduced as further constraints. The GPS velocities at the other 34 sites near the ATF were subject to second-round testing and fitting, to refine the model. With the refined model from the second round of fitting to the GPS velocities at these 34 sites, we can then predict the velocity distribution along the ATF, provided an acceptable consistency between the calculated and observed velocities is achieved. The material parameters finally used in our modeling are listed in Table 1 .
Velocity distributed along the ATF
Constrained by the boundary conditions, the calculated velocities at 165 GPS sites, along with the observed velocities, are shown in Fig. 1 . The average standard deviations between the calculated and observed velocities are approximately 3.1 mm/yr north (σ N ) and 3.6 mm/yr east (σ E ), which are both less than the 2σ uncertainties of the GPS observa- tions . The best fit, with low standard deviations (σ N = 1.6 mm/yr and σ E = 2.2 mm/yr), is found in the Qaidam Basin. A good fit is obtained in the Tibet and Qiangtang, with σ N and σ E of 2.7 mm/yr and 3.2 mm/yr, respectively. The calculated and GPS-measured velocities in the western Tarim Basin and Tien Shan, a region characterized by high seismicities, show a fairly good consistency, with standard deviations of 3.8 mm/yr and 4.0 mm/yr for the northward and eastward components, respectively. A relatively poor fit, with high standard deviations (σ N = 3.3 mm/yr and σ E = 6.1 mm/yr) is found in the eastern Tibet, a well-known earthquake zone on the China continent. The discrepancy between the calculated and observed velocities of this area may be caused by the complicated crustal movements related to earthquakes. It should be pointed out that our model cannot predict the local anomalies because an assumption of a continuous medium is adopted, except at faults. In this work, we concentrated on the large-scale, overall pattern of the velocity distribution over the region, rather than on the local characteristics of individual anomaly velocities. Thus, if four sites (marked by dots in Fig. 1 ), whose velocities are quite different from the surrounding ones and may be caused by local effects related to earthquakes, are excluded, the fit is improved substantially (σ N = 2.9 mm/yr and σ E = 3.6 mm/yr). In addition, it was suggested, from many sets of numerical tests, that the resulting velocity pattern of this area has little influence on our target region, the ATF, due to the large separation between the eastern Tibet and the ATF. The calculated velocities exhibit a good consistency with the GPS values near the ATF, except at the site PAXI, at which the velocity is quite different from those of neighbor-ing sites (see Fig. 2 for details) , and is suggested to be a result of observation error (Bendick et al., 2000) . The standard deviations, σ N and σ E , are 2.9 mm/yr and 4.3 mm/yr for the average of all sites, and reduce to 2.4 mm/yr and 3.9 mm/yr, respectively, if PAXI is excluded. However, we did not produce the local NNW motion of the Tarim Basin characterized by the velocities at sites BNST, YUTI and ANDI (Fig. 1) , neither did Flesh et al. (2001) with a dynamic model. In the second step, for the purpose of refining the model, the GPS velocities of the sites BNST and YUTI, together with LOBU, were introduced as further constraints to represent the regional characteristics of the velocity field. The fit between the calculated velocities and the GPS values at the 34 GPS sites near the ATF was improved significantly, with low standard deviations (σ N = 2.8 mm/yr and σ E = 3.3 mm/yr). If PAXI is excluded, σ N and σ E reduce to 2.3 mm/yr and 2.8 mm/yr, which are at the same level of uncertainties as those of the GPS velocities . Figure 2 shows the comparison of the GPS-measured velocities with the calculated ones near the ATF, when constrained by the boundary and interior GPS velocities in the second step. The comparisons of the velocity components are shown in Fig. 3 . It is clear that most calculated velocities fall within, or close to, the uncertainty ranges of the observations, except those at PAXI. Since a high consistency was achieved, the regional crustal deformation of the Tibetan Plateau and the ATF is believed to be represented by our model, from which we predicted the velocities at all nodes along the ATF, some of which are shown in Fig. 2. 
Slip-rate along the ATF
The calculated results give the velocities/displacements of both sides of the ATF, from which we can evaluate the slip- Avouac & Tapponnier, 1993 Peltzer et al., 1989 CSBS, 1992 Bendick et al., 2000 Meyer et al., 1996 Yue et al., 2001 Meriaux et al., 1998 this study Fig. 4 . The left-lateral slip-rate of the ATF predicted by this study, and the comparison with those derived from the indicated geological and geodetic studies (adapted from Bendick et al., 2000) .
rate along the fault. We projected all the velocities along the fault, and deduced the slip-rate by comparing the components on two sides. The resulting slip-rate is shown in Fig. 4 , along with the comparison with the results from other studies.
The averaged ATF slip-rate is approximately (7.4 ± 1) mm/yr. At a more detailed level, the estimates of slip-rate vary along the fault. The west end of the ATF is characterized by a low slip-rate around 5 mm/yr. In the west segment of the fault, the slip-rate reaches its maximum, ∼9.4 mm/yr, due to the relatively opposite motion between the two sides of the ATF, the Tarim Basin and Qiangtang. A decrease and small-scale variation of the slip-rate is found near the conjunction of the Tarim Basin, Qiangtang and the Qaidam Basin, where a complicated crustal deformation is expected. The central section of the fault is active, with a slip-rate estimated around 8 mm/yr. To the east, the slip-rate decreases gradually, to a value of less than 5 mm/yr at the northeastern end of the ATF, which coincides with the geological results (Meyer et al., 1996) . The calculated slip-rate is compatible with the value observed by the GPS survey across the central segment of the ATF (Bendick et al., 2000) , and with the value inferred from some GPS measurements distributed in a broad region near the north segment of the ATF (Shen et al., 2001) . However, our calculated slip-rate is about 2 to 3 times lower than the high values of geological estimates (20∼30 mm/yr), and the predicted slip-rate by the lateral extrusion hypothesis (e.g., Avouac and Tapponnier, 1993; Peltzer et al., 1989) , although it is in close agreement with both the lower bound of the geological estimates (<10 mm/yr) (e.g., CSBS, 1992; Meyer et al., 1996) , and the predicted value of the distributed crustal thickening hypothesis (e.g., Houseman and England, 1993) .
Discussion and Conclusions
Although the significance of the exact slip-rate of the ATF, in revealing the mechanism for the crustal deformation in the Tibetan Plateau, has long been extensively acknowledged, the estimated values vary widely, ranging between millimeters and centimeters per year.
We have two groups of evidence relating to the ATF sliprate: geological and geodetic. Geological evidence represents the averaged kinematics over a period of geological time. Ideally, geological slip-rates of active faults are determined by dividing measured tectonic offsets by wellconstrained ages for the faulted geomorphic markers (Hetzel et al., 2002) . Unfortunately, both of these quantities for the ATF have not yet been well-defined, due to the uncertainties of determining the piercing points, and of geologically dating (Yin and Harrison, 2000) . This is, we believe, the reason why the geological estimates of the ATF slip-rate differ greatly. Although the minimum is suggested to be ∼5 mm/yr (CSBS, 1992) and some low estimates are reported (e.g., Washburn et al., 2001; Yin et al., 1999) , most geological studies, by several techniques, propose high slip-rates (20∼30 mm/yr) in the western and central parts of the ATF.
In contrast to the geological estimates, geodetic studies provide very precise independent constraints on the short time-scales (<10 years) and current kinematics of the ATF. Since our model was constrained by GPS observations, it is clear that our results hold for the period of time spanned by the GPS surveys, which is approximately less than ten years.
With respect to the different time-scales, the geological estimates of the ATF slip-rates fall into two groups: the post-Oligocene/Miocene long-term slip-rates, which give average slip-rates over millions of years, and the late Quaternary ones, which are averaged over thousands of years. If both the high geological and the low geodetic slip-rates are correct and accurate within their uncertainties, the discrepancies between the present-day geodetic and most post-Oligocene/Miocene estimates suggest that the ATF slip-rate is strongly time-scale dependent (Yue et al., 2003) . Also, this discrepancies imply a significant decrease of slip-rate from 20-30 mm/yr, over millions of years, to the presentday low values (<10 mm/yr), although its mechanism still remains enigmatic. However, the discrepancy between the geodetic and the late Quaternary slip-rates is a puzzle, because it is difficult to imagine a mechanism responsible for the significant change (from 20-30 to ∼5 mm/year) in sliprate within the last few thousands of years. This puzzle leads one to doubt the apparent magnitude of this discrepancy: either the late Quaternary slip-rates are overestimated, or the GPS ones underestimated, or both. If the GPS surveys measure interseismic crustal deformation only, and the shallow portion of the ATF is currently locked, the GPS-derived sliprates may be underestimated, and lower than the average over time. However, since both the GPS survey line (Bendick et al., 2000) and network (Shen et al., 2001) , as well as cross-sections of our model, span several hundred kilometers across the fault, the low slip-rates obtained by the GPS observations and our simulation cannot be attributed to nearfault locking. Also, if earthquakes are responsible for the longer-term late Quaternary slip-rates, they must have occurred on the entire fault at a phenomenal rate over the past few thousand years (Shen et al., 2001) . However, most of the ATF has not been ruptured for more than a century (Shen et al., 2001) , and contemporary instrumental recordings reveal minor to medium levels of seismicity along the entire fault system (CSBS, 1992) . The low late Quaternary slip-rates from palaeoseismological (Washburn et al., 2001) and geological (Yue et al., 2003) studies may imply an alternative explanation, that the high slip-rate (e.g., Peltzer et al., 1989) may be overestimated. A recent study (Hetzel et al., 2002) , on cosmogenic nuclide dating and topographic surveying of terraces at the Yunmen thrust, demonstrates that the previous slip-rate estimates for main faults in Central Asia may be biased toward high values. An inference is logically derived, that the high Quaternary slip-rates are not well determined, and is far from conclusive. Intensive geological studies to precisely date the Quaternary slip-rate are expected.
Although our results on the ATF slip-rate are much lower than most geological estimates (both post-Oligocene/Miocene and late Quaternary), and do not support the prediction of the lateral extrusion hypothesis, it should be noted that the evolution processes of both the Tibetan Plateau and the ATF cannot be gleaned from our present-day snapshot of the kinematics. To answer questions concerning the entire evolutionary paths of the Tibetan Plateau, and to test the long-term role of the ATF in the Indo-Asia collision tectonics, one requires constraints on crustal movements over the entire period since the collision began, and determinations of the ATF slip-rate on various time-scales, from several years to several million years.
In spite of the time-scale limitation of the numerical results, we can, at least, draw the following inferences and conclusions:
1) According to our numerical modeling results, the present-day kinematics of the ATF is characterized by a relatively low slip-rate of (7.4 ± 1) mm/yr, which supports the predictions of the distributed crustal thickening hypothesis concerning Asian deformation, and suggests that the ATF is currently less active.
2) Although we cannot rule out strike-slip faulting and lateral extrusion as a dominant mechanism for the crustal deformation of the Tibetan Plateau in its evolutionary history, the low slip-rate estimate of the ATF implies that the present-day crustal deformation of the plateau is principally characterized by distributed crustal shortening and thickening.
